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At first glance, FORm_office is a sophisticated benching system 
with personal appointments that make working at it a pleasurable 
experience. The other side of the story is inside the bench, where 
superior cable management, technology accommodations, and 
rugged superstructure make FORm_office a benchmark of intelligent 
engineering and clean, contemporary design.   

Innovant’s unparalleled capability to integrate our client’s vision into 
FORm_office without adversely affecting cost or lead time enables us 
to meet exact end-user requirements and propel the evolution of the 
design faster than competing systems.

Clients attracted to FORm_office typically seek a benching product that 
enhances the quality and creativity of their workspace so as to attract 
and maintain the highest quality employees. Most environments that 
utilize FORm_office employ creative and collaborative workers who act 
as the idea engine of the organization.

FORm_office™
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Global Investment Bank 
New York
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Benchmark cable management and technology support

FORm_office provides the greatest list of intelligent options to manage cabling. See detail of raceway on top of previous page, measuring 
20”  wide and approximately 5”  deep. 

FORm_office boasts cutting edge features capable of housing, supporting and protecting technology for the most intensive IT 
environments. *See monitor support ability above and modular CPU enclosures at the bottom of previous page.
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Adjustable height

FORm_office won Best of NeoCon 2012 for its integrated electric height adjustability feature shown above.
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Standing height

The industry’s only standing height open plan workstation that does not require additional support or structure to maintain its best-in-
class performance. When combined with stool-height task chairs, FORm_office Standing Height allows users to work in a seated or 
standing position without the cost of adjustable height mechanisms. Available in 38” and 42” heights.
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Privacy options 

FORm_office provides visual and audible privacy through central or side divider panels. Available in a variety 
of finishes and colors, the panels also help establish user boundaries. *See elevated, central divider above 
(shown in frosted acrylic with fabric overlays). On the next page, side dividers shown in fabric (storage units 
also help provide privacy).
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Upper and lower storage options

FORm_office offers a wide array of stylish above and below worksurface storage elements. Desktop central storage units shown in a vari-
ety of finishes on previous page. See millwork pedestals above.  
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Space demarcation with return storage

Havas Worldwide, New York. 
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Worktop extensions

FORm_office specified and installed worktop extensions expand workspace with with the greatest of ease. *See extensions supported by 
desk-level storage units or the Parsons desk concept frame.
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Engineered to inspire and endure

Osgoode Hall Law School Library, Toronto. 
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Organic space planning with 120° configuration 

As featured in Interior Design Magazine. 
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Modern. Intelligent. Tailored.

A recognized leader in the industry, we focus on integrating seamlessly into 
the overall architecture of a space, optimizing real estate, promoting employee 
productivity, and ensuring long term value to the client business. Innovant’s 
adaptable open plan workstations, conference solutions, private office designs 
and specialty furnishings are available to view in showrooms worldwide. 

We know that our clients navigate complex decisions when choosing a furniture 
system. Innovant provides expert guidance along the way, collaborating with 
client teams to determine optimal product configurations. Where appropriate, 
we will recommend and engineer tailored solutions based on specific client 
requirements. Every Innovant product is designed for efficient installation and 
easy reconfiguration over time as new features are introduced.

Contact
37 West 20th Street
New York, NY 10011
Tel: 212.929.4883
Fax: 212.929.5174
info@innovant.com
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Innovant provides advanced, integrated design that supports 
forward looking technology for today’s connected workplace.
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